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CHIDIAC TO BRUZZANO
CHIDIAC
BRUZZANO

JOSEPH CHIDIAC
FRANK BRUZZANO

BRUZZANO:

Joseph.

CHIDIAC:

How are ya?

BRUZZANO:

Good mate how are ya?

CHIDIAC:

Good, you got a minute can you talk? Or are you with someone?

BRUZZANO:

No I’m right, I’m just driving back to the office I can talk.

CHIDIAC:

Are you on your own in the car?

BRUZZANO:

I’m on my own.

CHIDIAC:

Yeah –

BRUZZANO:

I’m on my own.

CHIDIAC:

How – how did you go with AT yesterday?

BRUZZANO:

I didn’t see him yesterday.

CHIDIAC:

Oh didn’t he, I just spoke to him he said to me have a chat to ya.

BRUZZANO:

No mate –
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CHIDIAC:

I – I asked him a few things he goes oh to talk to Frank.

BRUZZANO:

No – no – no I didn’t see him I um I tickled his - I tickled his side at lunch there – when
you were there and that’s all I heard from.

CHIDIAC:

Fuckin I didn’t hear you tickle his side what did you say to him?

BRUZZANO:

I didn’t I tickled him and he, he giggled you see cause he didn’t –

CHIDIAC:

Oh okay - okay I didn’t see that, no I didn’t see that. Alright. Everything alright, how are
the boys they’re going alright?

BRUZZANO:

Ah the boys are um – the boys are fuming, they – they just feel that council done the wrong
thing by them and they’re downloading all this info and I said I don’t know Joseph, I don’t
know look I can read this and it’s unfortunate I – I don’t think the council should have done
this the fact –

CHIDIAC:

(UNINTELLIGIBLE)

BRUZZANO:

- the council –

CHIDIAC:

Yeah no.

BRUZZANO:

- shouldn’t have done this. It looks incorrect you know.

CHIDIAC:

Yeah no well the boy – we had a good chat John K and Rick had a good chat yesterday um
had a good chat yesterday, but anyway, but John K walked away relieved.

BRUZZANO:

Yeah some more information’s come to light late yesterday afternoon they’ve been
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downloading all this stuff that the council should be doin and um they’re finding it quite
contradictory and – and um I – I think maybe – ah I said look there’s nothing wrong with
you putting your argument together and calling the council up if um – if um they haven’t
got their facts right, nothing wrong with you straightening - you got to defend your position
boys, you know.
CHIDIAC:

Yeah – yeah, but they – they um ah I mean John – John K would have spoken to ‘em
yesterday so um John K said to me oh you got to have a chat to em kind of thing, I said
mate I don’t know what I could say to them that I haven’t already – I haven’t been saying
for the last five years. (INAUDIBLE)

BRUZZANO:

Yeah but hang on -

CHIDIAC:

I’ve ran, I’ve ran out of thing to say.

BRUZZANO:

Josep - I understand Joseph, but that’s bullshit because John K rings up Joseph and fires
him up, alright.

CHIDIAC:

No –

BRUZZANO:

(INAUDIBLE)

CHIDIAC:

- Joseph d - no Joseph doesn’t need – look they were both fired up, they were both
emotional I tell you – I tell you just let me take you – take you – ah take you back a couple
of days okay. They – they – look - the report that came out and look I – I was the first one
to - told council I said this is absolutely bullshit. I said you’ve come out, you put a report
together you haven’t given anyone to counter your - the argument that you put. Your
argument is I’m told is floored, you haven’t given anyone opportunity, no one saw it
coming, you’ve ambushed everybody in this process.
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BRUZZANO:

No I’ll tell you where it’s floored Joseph where we looked at –

CHIDIAC:

No, but let me finish, let me – let me finish. I said – the – the – it’s floored I said there’s –
there’s information in there that doesn’t stack up I said youse gone the wrong way about it.
They said oh you know we’ve had meetings and the, I said look you can have all the
meetings in the world at the end of the day – at the end you’ve shot this process down
you’ve ambushed em I said the guys not happy, they’ve got every right not to be happy. So
the coun – they’re, they’re we’re giving it to em. One John said came up he said to me oh
some – ah the submission has gone in. That was last weekend. Okay someone’s leaked the
submission to the reporters.

BRUZZANO:

(INAUDIBLE)

CHIDIAC:

I said look I can’t comment on that, let me find out. It turns out yes, you know, I’ve been
asking the same question for the last three four days turns out yesterday as of yesterday the
– the submission hasn’t gone in. I said see John the submission hasn’t gone in okay you
know you made these accusations you’re wrong. I said we got to check our facts before we
make any allegations. Ah but anyway they – they had a good chat, they had a very good
chat yesterday and a they the council got to keep talking to the Department of Planning and
what they – what – what they council said they’ve said mate we’re not against the plan
okay we’re not against the three thousand six hundred units, we’re just against the actual
process that we haven’t been involved in. And – and anyway, but like I said to you John
and Rick walked away they – they felt, you know, I think relieved in a sense.

BRUZZANO:

I don’t think so mate, I don’t think so. They said that, but they’ve all fired themselves up
they aren’t happy. There’s – there’s other – there’s other – they’ve been going through
those reports in detail now. There’s some inconsistency with um with the councils position
of various sites. There’s inconsistency with the reports somewhere that - that talks about
um – um iProsperity site something about you, you’ve been saying that they – they um – ah
disagree with certain aspects because of certain parking things or certain traffic things –
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CHIDIAC:

(INAUDIBLE) yeah I – I think I – I think I know –

BRUZZANO:

But then –

CHIDIAC:

- I think I know where you’re coming from what they’re –

BRUZZANO:

But then -

CHIDIAC:

Yeah what they’re –

BRUZZANO:

Hang on –

CHIDIAC:

Hey –

BRUZZANO:

- and then about theirs where we have all those traffic issues under control they um – they
go negative again, so in other words there’s – there’s inconsistency on the council as to
what it’s position really is. All that – all that’s going to create problems for the council
because they’re all going to highlight this now legally –

CHIDIAC:

No – no – no – no listen - listen I’ve (UNINTELLIGIBLE) that, they’re trying to – they’re
– they’re trying to make threats that iProsperity were (UNINTELLIGIBLE) –

END OF CALL
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